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The recent DreamWalk for Childhood
Magic: It Wasn’t Make Believe was yet
By Geoffrey Hoppe
another transformational experience in
the lineup of Adamus DreamWalks. I had
assumed that Adamus would take listeners
back to their childhood to re-experience moments of connection with angelic
and fairy beings. There was some of this, but the most profound part of the
DreamWalk was centered on the birthing process, and the dilemma of whether to focus in the physical world, or stay in the angel/fairy realities.
During the DreamWalk I could feel my childhood-self having a tremendous
reluctance to become part of the physical world again, but yet the deep
knowingness that I had chosen to be here… and now I needed to take a deep
breath and immerse into the world. At one point I could remember saying
goodbye to my angelic and fay friends.
But what really impacted me most about the DreamWalk came afterwards
when Linda and I were talking about the day. She told me about her experience during the DreamWalk, noting that she felt the tremendous sense of
being “unsafe” in her childhood. It wasn’t from a specific event or person,
rather just a general feeling of being surrounded by dense physical reality,
and people with emotions and agendas. There were circumstances at the
time such as the Cuban missile crisis and John F. Kennedy’s assassination that
added to the anxiety, but it was more about being in this dense and harsh
reality that caused the feelings of peril.
The general feeling of being unsafe causes one to be vigilant. Vigilance is
always being on guard, watchful, guarded. A person can be functional even
if they feel unsafe, but it suppresses the real joy of life. Vigilance is an everpresent shadow. It’s like a constant cloud-cover blocking out the warm rays of
the sun. It’s the frown on a face that should be, could be, smiling.
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I heard and noted what Linda shared but it wasn’t until the next day that it
truly hit me. I had a glimpse of what it would be like to feel totally safe. It was
a far cry from what I experienced in my childhood years, and to a degree, in
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my adult life. For a brief
moment I felt the juxtaposition between safe and
unsafe, anxiety and calmness, tense and relaxed.
The contrast was dramatic. Then in the back of
my mind I heard one of
Adamus’ favorite themes:
FREEDOM. If one feels
unsafe they are likely
within a prison of emotions, beliefs and limited
potentials. If one trusts
themselves implicitly they
will feel safe – even in an
unsafe world – and will
experience freedom.
One of the most frequent comments I hear
from Shaumbra is that they have a constant feeling that “the other shoe is
about to drop.” In other words, something not-so-good is about to happen.
Adamus tells us that because of our sensitive nature we are always picking
up on other people’s thoughts, future potentials, or upcoming Earth/nature
events but then we have this quirky little habit of taking many of these feelings as our own.
If one is constantly feeling impending crisis they will likely develop an overlay of vigilance, like a psychic radar always on high alert. The body and mind
shift into varying degrees of anxiety, potentially leading to eating disorders,
health issues, psychosis and lord-knows-what else. The person, wondering
what’s wrong with them, goes through therapy, counseling and treatments
that can actually reinforce the feelings of being unsafe. It’s a dog-chasing-hisown-tail cycle that continues until the dog either catches his tail or realizes
that the tail is his own.
During the DreamWalk for Childhood Magic I realized how dense and
severe this reality is. As Adamus was taking us through the birth process I felt
the offensive glare of artificial lights and the rude abrasiveness of mechanical
sounds (machines, cars, TVs, motors, etc.). I had never given these things a
thought before but now, coming from the angelic realms into birth, I realized
how harsh these 3D elements are compared to the more ethereal dimensions.
At a deeper level I also realized that this is an unnatural reality, or at least
a very compressed and limited reality. Yet, I found myself forcing myself to
become part of it, like joining a club that I knew was not quite right for me.
The feelings of being unsafe – or perhaps the underlying knowingness that
this reality is not true – leads to vigilance. We are always on guard for intrusive
energies and watching for glitches in the matrix. We are in a world that has
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become very familiar after so many lifetimes but it is not the world of our soul.
It is a dimension that has at times caused us pain and torment, yet a reality
that has given us so many sacred experiences.
So many of us have had the occasional desire to flee this world, to slip out
the back door back to our light bodies and angelic families. Yet there is the
inner awareness that it is through this world that we emerge into our enlightenment. Just like the knowingness at birth that we made the choice to come
back again into a physical body, there is also the innate wisdom that the path
to ascension is through the front door of this reality, not by retreating through
the back door. We go through 3D but not out of it. It becomes part of our
soul heritage and memory.

In the meantime, our vigilance cranks away like an automaton. We wonder if
we are on a path of truth... or deception…. or no path at all? We are housed
in a physical body deep within a foreign land, waiting for…..? ? ?
At the end of the December 7 Shoud Adamus asked us, “How Does It End?”
(He’ll address this during the January 4 webcast.) We’re entering into a new
year, perhaps one of the most transformational years in modern history. Your
vigilant radar probably already picked up on this but you didn’t know how
to make meaning of it. Before too much anxiety sets in, take a deep breath
into uncompromised TRUST of self. You’re exactly where you should be, not
one iota ahead or behind, to the left or to the right. You’re exactly where you
should be. This coming year you’re going to experience the presence of your
future Self, sharing the words, “All is Well in Our Creation.”
» INDEX
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Sometime ago I had a very profound dream – or maybe it wasn’t a dream
after all.
I found myself in a very peaceful place. I asked whoever might be listening,
”Where am I?” I heard a voice say, “You’re in a drama free zone.” Asking,
”How did I get here?” I suddenly found myself on a long train, riding in the
caboose. The train was rocking side to side, going full speed to who knows
where. I felt an urge to get out of my seat, find the conductor and tell him to
slow down. It took a lot of effort to stand up and begin walking through all
the train cars. Each car represented a different stage in my life, including some
past lives. I met a lot of people who complained about the conditions on this
train but none of them would follow me to confront the conductor. I always
got the same response. “You can’t do that, you’ll get thrown off the train.”
As the train continued on, it would inevitably derail. People’s lives would be
traumatized but eventually it got back on track. I found the whole process
exhausting but I was determined to confront this conductor who seemed to
have cast a spell on this train.
After many years I finally reached the engine room and, to my surprise, saw
myself as a child shoveling coal. This child, who turned out to be my ego,
looked at me and said, ”It’s about time. Where have you been?” I looked
ahead and saw another version of myself with its back to me operating
the controls. I had finally found the conductor. He was sweating profusely.
Without turning to face me, he said, “I’ve been thinking about giving you the
authority to operate this train.” Then suddenly he swung around to stare at
me and said, “But you don’t look qualified to me.”

By Robert Theiss

Maybe it was the tone of his voice or the way he looked at me but it
definitely triggered a response. It wasn’t anger; in fact I almost found myself
laughing. I looked down again at my ego that was frantically shoveling coal
and then saw a magnificent being standing next to me. Archangel Michael
was handing me his sword and simply said, “Take ownership of your life.“ I
grabbed the handle and drove the sword through the floor, past the rails and
into the ground proclaiming “ I Am That - I Am.” The train suddenly stopped
and I found myself in a very peaceful place. Standing next to me was the
conductor, also known as my mind. He turned to me again and said, “I guess
I was wrong. Where do we go from here?”
“Take ownership of your life.” What a profound invitation! I believe 2014
represents a unique opportunity for all of us. Our collective human family is

6
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The reality for most of us is that it’s not that simple. The gift of creation was
given to each of us long ago – no conditions, learning manual or control. Over
time, that kind of freedom started to weigh heavy on our heart. The original
blessing from home started to feel like a burden. But so much has changed in
this lifetime. We have learned to accept our story and are beginning to trust
again in our own creative abilities. I see this in myself and in those that I have
the honor to work with. It’s an amazing process, and one that I believe will
serve us very well in this new year.
As creators of our own experience, we now know how to take ownership
of our preferred state of consciousness. We know how to invoke the energies
within the body of creation. As we continue to practice this simple creative
process, we begin to experience tangible evidence of our co-creative abilities.
Still, it seems too slow. Is it because the frequencies of Earth are too dense?
Or have we forgotten the art of being in receivership?
I see 2014 representing a major turning point for many of us. In this new
awareness, can we also allow life to serve us by befriending our natural ability
to receive? Can we allow the energies we invoked to do all the hard work? I
believe this would ignite a new passion, a greater sense of enthusiasm for living
on Earth at this time. It would allow us to joyfully live inside our own creations.
This new passion, however, comes with a price. We need to put both feet
into this physical reality to truly enjoy all the benefits of an awakened state
of being. It doesn’t take a psychic to see what lies ahead for our collective
human family as they continue to unravel the illusions of freedom. As awakening humans we offer such a powerful point of reference, a living example that
serves such a radical choice. As sovereign creators of our own experience, we
can embrace the gift of creation and choose joy to be our preferred state of
consciousness. And so it is!
Robert Theiss is the founder of Ancient Wings, a spiritually based website
dedicated to helping people worldwide experience a life filled with abundance, vitality and joy. He is also an internationally recognized artist, spiritual
mentor, channeler for Archangel Michael, and the author of several books.
Listen to Robert and Archangel Michael on Awakening Zone Radio.

» INDEX
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UPCOMING EVENTS with
Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe,
and live Adamus channels.

Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Golden, Colorado, USA
January 4, 2014
ProGnost 2014 – Cloud Class
Broomfield, Colorado USA
January 18–19, 2014
Live audience welcome!
Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Golden, Colorado, USA
February 1, 2014
The Threshold
Cancun, Mexico
February 9–14, 2014
Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Golden, Colorado, USA
March 1, 2014
Quantum Allowing
Foz do Iguaçu, Brazil
March 12–16, 2014
Harmony Integration
Foz do Iguaçu, Brazil
March 17, 2014
Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Golden, Colorado, USA
April 5, 2014
Quantum Allowing
Kauai, Hawaii
April 13–18, 2014

SOLD OUT

MORE INFO

beginning to stir from within, asking many of the same questions we asked our
self many years ago. You can feel a growing tension in the air, like a balloon
that is about to burst. How do we live alongside this collective awakening
without getting pulled into all the drama? We are the new pioneers who dared
to venture where very few have gone before. Choosing how “we” want to
feel has a profound impact on our life. This newfound freedom becomes real
when we choose our own state of consciousness, no matter our circumstances. Want to experienced a more fulfilling life? How does it feel to be fulfilled?
We’ve learned from a lot of practice that if we try to become fulfilled from the
outside it just leaves us feeling exhausted. It seems almost too simple; take
ownership of how you want to feel and your life becomes more fulfilling. I am
that - I am fulfilled.

Harmony Integration
Kauai, Hawaii
April 19-20, 2014
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Angel Behind the Scenes
Gail provides this small miracle each month. And,
because it’s such an important part of the work we do,
we wanted to get to know her a little better, so we had a
phone conversation the other day.
Gail found the Crimson Circle in 2002, and met Geoff
& Linda later that year when she attended an event in
Canada that included the Hoppe’s, Steve & Barbara
Rother and Ronna Herman.
Shaumbra Magazine: Have you always been on a
spiritual journey?
Gail Neube: Oh definitely. Right after I left
high school a friend turned me on to thinking
in a different way. He said something about
“A freedom that you’ve never known” and I
thought Hmm, that’s the kind of freedom I’d
like to know about. Ever since then I had my
journals, I would go sit in the park and write,
commune with nature. And you know, I was
even aware of the fairies and the world of the
fae. I don’t know how I knew, I would just feel
like they were there and I would talk with them.
Somehow I just always knew that there was this
other connection.

Interview with Gail Neube
By Jean Tinder
For years now, Adamus gives his monthly message
on the first Saturday of the month and approximately 24
hours later the text is posted online next to the audio
and video recordings. This is a boon for the dedicated
translation teams around the world who go right to work
preparing it for many thousands more people who do
not speak English. It is also helpful for those who prefer
reading rather than listening to Adamus’ messages. In
addition to the monthly Shouds, the Crimson Circle provides written transcripts to attendees of nearly all events
with Adamus, usually less than two weeks later. All of this
is made possible by the work of a very special, though
usually unseen, staff member – Gail Neube!
Working from her home in New York, where her day job
is working as a Word Processor in downtown Manhattan,
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Fortunately with my parents I always got the feeling that they had intuition telling them something.
We weren’t raised in a church or anything like that.
Sundays my father would play his blues and jazz and
R&B – soul music – and they always had a lot of fun.
They were just really cool people. They’re still here; I
see them every day.
I can remember as a child they would be playing the
music and it would do something to my body, like tingling and vibrating, the soul music they would play. It was
a feeling, and I always felt that spirituality was a feeling
too, more so than all these things that people would say
about the devil and this and that. It was more like a feeling, so I just followed that feeling, and I felt like that was
enough. It was good. In fact that was kind of really good.

SM: What’s it like to transcribe almost every single
channel from Adamus?

something in me that I do want to have children,
but that’s how it is.

GN: You know, I am just so fortunate. I get to transcribe, and I get all of the information too. I just happen
to have this talent that I can type really fast. I’ve worked
in many law firms around the city and I’m accustomed
to having to get work out quickly and fast. Back in 1978
I recorded 113 words per minute on a typewriter. I
haven’t done a typing speed test since then but I figure
I can probably do that on a computer too. I just feel so
very fortunate to be able to do that.

I always say to myself, “It doesn’t matter.” It really
doesn’t matter. When I would sit in the park I had an
experience, like they say, of cosmic consciousness where
I knew that I and “it” were the same. And [I understand]
when Tobias and Adamus say, “It doesn’t matter.” All
of that other stuff that’s happening out here, it really
doesn’t matter when you have that experience because
there is really, really something going on here that is
so… I mean you really have to experience it. You really
can’t verbalize it.

(Editor’s note: According to
W ikipedia, an average
professional
typist
works at speeds of
50-80 wpm.)
SM: What is
your day job?
G N :
Sometimes
we
do
some transcribing
but for the
most part
I do word
processing. I’m typing the whole
entire time. That
is what I do – type,
transcribe, type – processing words. That’s what
I’ve always done for the past
30-something years. I’m accustomed to
working in pressured environments so that’s like nothing to get something turned around. They expect
everything ‘yesterday’ in the corporate world.
SM: Do you have kids?
GN: No kids. I got married late in life but no
kids, so I’ve been able to devote time to just
go sit in the park, listen to my music, write in
my journal. I guess I knew intuitively that having
kids would kind of get in the way of that. There’s

If I’m really wanting or desiring something here in the
physical life, I know that there is something so beyond
that, and there’s no need to worry over those things at all.
SM: Is it rude to ask your age?
GN: I am 56.
SM: You seem so much younger! How do you do that?
GN: I don’t know! I just follow what I feel. And I stay fit.
I’m a runner and I still compete. I do one race a year. The
US Track & Field Association will have age groups where
people still compete in track events. I was a runner in
high school and always just kept running, all throughout
my life. So I do one race a year and run with people in
my age group.
SM: Do you win a lot?
GN: I do generally win my age group, yeah. (chuckling)
I always wanted to make sure I kept that up. I just
do it. I go out and take the watch and just run for 10
minutes as hard as I can. This way I would be able to
compete if I wanted to. I’m not the kind of person who
has to go out and run every day; just when I felt like it.
Because you have to feel like running if you want to run
at your full capacity.
SM: Is there anything you’d like to tell Shaumbra?
GN: Oh, that it’s just so much fun! You know, it really
is lots of fun; just always have fun no matter what. And
there really is something else. You know, like I was saying,
there really is… I can’t even put it into words… just make
sure you have lots of fun. It’s just a wonderful life!

» INDEX
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FEATURED EVENTS
THE T HRE S H O L D :
At T he Doorway Of Enligh t e n m e n t
Cancun, Mexico • February 9–1 4 , 2 0 1 4
THE THRESHOLD is a premium Crimson Circle event.
According to Adamus, our journey on the spiritual path has
encompassed many lifetimes, but now we hesitate at the
threshold of the realization of enlightenment.
MORE INFO

Quantum Al l o w i n g
Foz do Iguaçu, Brazil • M arch 12–1 6 , 20 1 4
In this four day gathering Adamus will personally teach tools for selfhealing, integrating the divine energies into the human condition,
allowing deep changes within the DNA, alchemy and energy transmutation. He will discuss the illusion of light and dark, and how to turn
chaos into beneficial energy. Join us!
MORE INFO

Quantum – H ar mony I nt e g r a t i o n
Foz d o Iguaçu, Brazil • M arch 1 7 , 2 0 1 4
This workshop is especially focusing on integrating the
experience of Quantum Allowing within the space of music
and harmony.
MORE INFO

With Einat Gilboa & Gerhard Fankhauser from
Oryom and Yoham.

Quantum Al l o w i n g
Kauai, Hawaii • April 13–1 8, 20 1 4
Quantum Allowing takes you beyond the mind and limitations, into
the true desires of your consciousness. The sessions will be intense
and at times challenging because many stuck issues come up during this experience. Sold out!
MORE INFO
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SO THIS
HAPPENED...

By Marisa Calvi

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED TO ME ON
THE WAY TO “ACT OF CONSCIOUSNESS”
HERE IN AUSTRALIA RECENTLY.
The event was in Byron Bay, a ten-hour drive from
where I live. My shaumbra sister Jenny and I decided to
head off on a two day road trip. Just five hours each day
with an overnight stay in a riverside cabin halfway.
We headed off in what was some of the worst rain
Sydney had seen in years. I drove cautiously and finally
the rain stopped just two hours into our journey. Making
way past a town north of Sydney, I noticed someone was
stopped ahead of us.
I slowed and made way to go around them but my car
just wouldn’t do what I wanted it to. The rain and some
oil on the road made for a bad combination, my car
couldn’t respond to my steering, and we collided into the
back of the stopped car, which had slid into the side of
the overpass for the same reason.
I sat for a moment and as soon as I realised we were
okay I uttered some expletives. I mean for f**k’s sake I
had a car loaded with stuff and had to get to an event I
was gaddamn hosting! I didn’t need this right now! My

Taurean organiser aspect was in full swing. I just wanted
my plan to be back on track!
In the impact my car battery had been damaged so
nothing electrical could be accessed. I couldn’t start
my car to move it or even put my warning lights on. I
was just about to get out of the car when I heard more
tyres screeching.
Looking back I saw a huge semi-trailer coming towards
us. The back half of his truck was beginning to swing
sideways as he tried to stop. All I could do was sit there
and think, “Oh well, so this is going to happen now...”
Thankfully the driver was able to correct the truck and
he made it past us safely. Then the second blessing happened. Behind the truck was a van in which four road
workers were travelling. They saw what was going on,
including our near miss with the truck. They stopped
their van behind our lane and put on their warning lights.
Wearing fluorescent safety shirts, two ran back to slow
and co-ordinate the traffic, while two ran ahead to see

» INDEX
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I finally got out and as I stood there looking at my car I
felt my mind begin its machinations.

Still in a bit of shock, and still a bit pissed at having my
plans upended, I couldn’t think that clearly. I am eternally
grateful for his advice in that moment. Fifteen minutes
later we were unloaded and I was waving goodbye to my
car as it was towed away.

“That won’t be repairable. You’ll need a new car. Oh
god, how much will that cost? When can we get a hire
care to keep going and get to Byron Bay in time? If only
we left home ten minutes earlier/later!” And so on...

Ringing my insurance company to begin my claim and
organise a hire car, I got a wonderful operator who was
warm and professional. She even got me to laugh a few
times as she organised things.

I heard a loud “Ahem!!” It was Kuthumi and within that
simple call to attention I remembered one of the best
things he has ever taught me.

I was half expecting to be told my hire car wouldn’t
be ready until the following morning; instead I was told
it would be ready in an hour. Being a fair way outside of
town where the hire car was waiting I yelled to Jenny to
organise a taxi ASAP in case we were late and lost the
booking. She ran to the motel reception to do this as I
finished up with the insurance company.

if we were ok. I am quite certain if they had not arrived
things would have gotten much worse.

Stay in the moment and trust your creativity, because
when you do this you let the energies serve you. When
you jump ahead, into fear and all that mindful measurement of how things need to be, well then you close down
the potentials. I took a deep breath and looked about
me. Everyone was alright, and we had created just the
support we needed for right now.
We even had some entertainment. Another car pulled
up with a woman who wanted to be a witness. It was
quite fun to see how she was enjoying being part of the
drama. At one point she reached into her cleavage and
pulled out a crystal. “Thank God I wore this today. It’s for
stress!” she proclaimed. Then she reached into her crotch
to pull out a crystal that was working on her base chakra.
It was a great reminder of what I have let go of. Years
ago I would have been analysing why this had happened.
Part of me would have questioned why I had chosen
to create this or what lesson was I being taught. Today
though I knew it was just an experience and it was now
my choice in how I was going to deal with it.
A tow truck arrived and the driver was a lovely man
who calmly explained what needed to be done, worked
efficiently with the police when they finally arrived, and
moved us all off the overpass to a vacant lot nearby.
There we gave our statements and even though I was “at
fault” the police didn’t give me a fine.
Now I just had to deal with my car. The tow truck
driver pointed across the road to an old style motel.
“Go and book a room. It will be covered by your
insurance. You can unload your car, organise your
hire car, load back up and be on your way,” he said.

12
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Then we sat back to wait, expecting it to be half an
hour or more for our taxi. Instead it arrived in less than
ten minutes.
“It was a really quiet day in
town, so I decided to go for a
drive. I was just around the corner when I got the call,” he said.
We arrived at the hire car
place ten minutes before the
booking time but (of course)
the car was ready. I was given
a beautiful near-new car, jet
black with leather seating and a
cutting-edge computer system.
I was now driving something
almost ten times the worth of my
own car. It felt like Adamus had
handpicked it for us.
We went back to the motel
and loaded up, then stopped
to really catch our breath with
some coffee and snacks. We
reflected on how everything had fallen into place
despite what was initially an awful situation. Then we
were back on the road in just over four hours since the
accident happened.
We arrived in Byron Bay the next day, right on schedule

and ready to play with Adamus. He spoke to us about what act we were playing and how we could allow energy to serve us. Everything he said opened
up even more of what the accident had shown me.
In the moments right after the accident I could have fallen into victim, and I
admit it did creep in for one brief moment. But I just could not stay there. That
loud “Ahem!” from Kuthumi pulled me back to the trust that everything would
be okay because I am a creator and can choose how I deal with things. In that
moment I allowed the energies to serve me, and they did, simply because I
chose to act as a creator in balance and ease.
Adamus said something I loved: “In enlightenment, you will still have ‘problems’, but your perspective of them changes.”
It is easy to believe that enlightenment is this totally blissful state with no
problems to take us out of that state. The catch in staying here to walk our
ascension though is that we are amongst people who are not choosing that
awareness, and also there are things like physicality that sometimes have their
accidents. The joy in living your ascension and having the awareness is that
you choose how you deal with it and how it is part of your experience.
Adamus also said: “Shock can let in more divine energy. I don’t recommend
it, but if all else fails, walk into a wall!”
With that statement I truly felt what I had allowed. In those moments after the
crash, every time I breathed and chose to trust myself, I confirmed my choice to
be enlightened. Every time I remembered that I was a creator and not a victim,
I called in even more potentials for an easy and graceful experience.
Kuthumi calls these moments “anchor points”. They are moments where we
retake our vows to our ascension and allow more of that experience in. These
are opportunities to consciously put into practice all that we have opened up
and remembered about being a divine human. And in those moments we call
out to every part of ourselves that this is how we are choosing to live.
We really want to believe that ascension will be a “big bang” moment and
sometimes it is. We have those huge moments where we truly have a momentous awakening and understanding. We can also allow our enlightenment to
grow and evolve. I feel this is what Adamus was telling us too.
In the past I would have called the accident a “lesson”, to test me or to
teach me something. Now I can choose the perspective that it is just another
opportunity to invite more of “ME” into my experience with even more awareness of my divinity and the limitless potentials available to me.
Do I wish the accident had never happened? You bet! Do I love what I
allowed it to show me? Even more so!
Marisa Calvi is the author of several books written in collaboration with
Kuthumi, and a Crimson Circle Advanced Studies teacher. Visit her website at
NewEnergyWriting.com. She also has a popular show on the Awakening Zone.

» INDEX
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FROM THE ZONE

By John McCurdy – Awakening Zone Coordinator

LIVING IN
THE ZONE
It’s Thursday morning, the deadline for my From the Zone
article, and I’m coming up blank. What can I say about the
Awakening Zone this month? I’ve just been through what has
turned out to be one of the most intense transitions of my life
and I’ve barely had time to perform the most minimal duties
of my new job as Awakening Zone Coordinator, let alone connect more with all the wonderful hosts and shows on AZ and
come up with something profound to say about it all. But as I
sit in my blankness wondering how I’m going to explain why
I don’t have an article this month, something inside nudges
me: There is another and deeper meaning of From the Zone.
Isn’t the Awakening Zone just the surface expression of the
REAL Awakening Zone – that inner zone of awakening that you
and so many Shaumbra are exploring? And isn’t that what your
life has really been about lately?
But I feel so disconnected from all that right now! I’ve been
so busy with human intensity – getting rid of years of accumulated stuff and moving what’s left (still too much) into my
camper van, releasing the best relationship I’ve ever had for
reasons I can barely explain, loading a houseful of stuff into
her moving container, fixing the house so the buyers can get
their loan, and on and on to the point that every part of my
body hurts. And now I’m in Santa Fe trying to stay warm and
take care of some clients and catch up on my job and the rest
of my life so I can get on the road, and I’m so tired I haven’t been able to
accomplish much of anything! How can I write From the Zone in the middle
of all that?
Ah, dear John, dear human aspect of me, I hear you and I have felt every
bit of that as you have gone through it. But tell me the truth now: How have
you really felt through all of that?
The truth is that throughout this incredible storm, as it feels in hindsight,
I have been happier and more at peace than at any other time in my life.
Through it all I have felt like I am on course and even in the midst of the
moments of panic I knew underneath that everything was going to work out
just fine. And it did, usually in better ways than I had imagined possible.
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You see John, being ‘in the zone’ doesn’t mean that there are no more
storms in your life. It doesn’t mean that your body never gets tired and sore
and it doesn’t mean that you never have moments of fear and even panic.
Being ‘in the zone’ as an awakened master simply means that in the midst of
all that sensuous and dirty and often stormy life you understand, underneath it
all, that EVERYTHING always works out. And then it does. And from that place
life feels so much easier, not because anything on the outside changed or
because the storm stopped, but simply because you chose to trust yourself.

New Videos
Enjoy these recent video uploads on
the Crimson Circle YouTube channel

Discovery 4 – Shoud recap

After playing “The Jesus
Game,” Adamus talks about
the real reasons that Yeshua
came to the planet and asks a
very important question.

How Does It End?
From Discovery 4

Ah yes, I remember once again. Thank you for the reminder! (And for writing
my article for me.)
But it was you who wrote the article, John! And thank you for trusting me,
your own self.
And so it is that from all that I am I wish all of you, dear Shaumbra, great
joy in this holiday season, and a most profound New Year in your own
Awakening Zone!

Perhaps enlightenment doesn’t
end the way we always thought
it did. The most important thing
is absolute trust.

Don’t forget to check out all the amazing shows at AwakeningZone.com!
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PREPARE YOURSELF FOR AN EPIC YEAR!

January 18 – 19, 2014
Broomfield, Colorado USA And
Online Worldwide
Online or in-person registration includes 90 days of access
to the video files via Crimson Circle’s Cloud Class service

Featuring

Jim Self

Geoffrey Hoppe

Linda Benyo

Dr. Douglas Davies

and Adamus Saint-Germain

What do you need to know about 2014 as an awakening human? Plenty. Everything we’re feeling and getting
from the angelic entities says it will be one of the most
earth-active and fast-paced years ever. 2014 will be a
year of significant changes in systems, patterns, weather,
powers and finances.
2014 will be far from a typical year. Adamus SaintGermain calls it the “Year of Tough Love.” Don’t expect
it to be easier than the past few years; in fact, it will be a
year of even more global challenges and upsets. A series
of events, ranging from dramatic weather to political and
financial upheavals, will bring swift changes to the planet.
Jim Self notes that 2014 is likely to be “The year you
experience the great decline of the American Empire, a
temporary shift of power to China and the visible rise of
a 5th Dimension world of Grace.”
Fasten your seat belts and get ready to rock because,
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in spite of the global challenges, it will also the “the best
of times” for awakening humans, according to Adamus.
There will be more energy available to you on a real and
practical level than ever before. You’ll be able to quickly
clear out lingering issues, bring in new levels of clarity,
and manifest your choices with more ease and grace.
You’ve already gone through the tough stuff these past
years and now 2014 can be your time of realization.
ProGnost 2014 is a two-day in-person and online venue
for looking into the energy dynamics of 2014 and beyond
in order to understand the appropriateness of the changes that will be affecting the planet. It will also give you
tools to help maintain an abundant balance in your life,
facilitate your embodied enlightenment, and have the
discernment to know the difference between distractions
and opportunities.
Jim Self provides real, solid, up-to-date information

and practical, workable tools that will enable us to
keep pace with and comfortably navigate the transition humanity is currently in the midst of. Jim is a
leading spiritual author and teacher. He is Founder of
Mastering Alchemy (www.masteringalchemy.com) and
widely regarded as a “teacher’s teacher. Jim has had
the ability since childhood to recall his experiences
within the sleep state. This awareness has expanded
into relationships with the archangels, ascended masters and teachers of light who regularly reveal to Jim
simple, startling truths about the Shift.
Geoffrey Hoppe is an author, channeler and teacher.
He and his wife Linda founded the Crimson Circle in
1999 and have been traveling the world ever since,
bringing message of transformation and enlightenment
to thousands of humans. Through the messages of

Adamus Saint-Germain, he works with humans who have
chosen embodied enlightenment in this lifetime. Linda
Benyo Hoppe is an author and teacher. She travels
extensively with Geoff, and oversees the Crimson Circle
events as well as the network of 400 certified Crimson
Circle teachers.
Dr. Douglas Davies is a neurologist in private practice
in Los Angeles California. He attended UCLA where he
graduated Magna Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa with a
Bachelor of Science Degree in Biochemistry. He attended
Baylor College of Medicine in Houston, Texas, then did
his internship at the LA County-USC Medical Center. Dr.
Doug is a proficient intuitive astrologer, and has explored
alternative medicine practices and techniques throughout his entire career. He will talk about the astrological
influences for the planet and humans in 2014.

Dates: Saturday, January 18 – Sunday, January 19, 2014
Schedule:
Saturday, January 18

Sunday, January 19

9:00 AM – Registration for in-person attendees

10:00 AM to 11:15 AM – Session 5

10:00 AM to 11:15 AM – Session 1

11:45 – 1:00 PM – Session 6

11:45 – 1:00 PM – Session 2

1:00 – 2:15 PM – Lunch

1:00 – 2:15 PM – Lunch

2:15 – 3:00 PM – Session 7

2:15 – 3:30 PM – Session 3
4:00 – 5:00 PM – Session 4

Location and Lodging: Omni Interlocken Hotel, Broomfield, Colorado (Denver area)
Size: Limited to 50 in-person attendees; no limit to online attendees.
Registration Cost: $195 early bird through December 31, 2013, online or in person. Regular price $250
after December 31. Your registration includes access to the video streaming files for 90 days after the event.
Cancellation policy (online or in person):
25% cancellation fee until December 31, 2013
50% cancellation fee January 1 through January 15, 2014
Nonrefundable after January 15, 2014

MORE INFO
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AT THE DOORWAY OF ENLIGHTENMENT
CANCÚN, MEXICO • FEBRUARY 9 – 14, 2014
THE THRESHOLD is a premium Crimson Circle event based on what Adamus SaintGermain calls The Threshold of Enlightenment. According to Adamus, our journey on the
spiritual path has encompassed many lifetimes, but now we hesitate at the threshold of the
realization of enlightenment. During this very intense 5-day gathering we will dive deeply
into our makyo, dragons, distractions, excuses and fears about THE THRESHOLD. We’ll
also discuss the conflicts between our inner and outer worlds, the expectations of enlightenment, and the inner Knowingness that brought us to our awakening. Includes channeled
sessions with Adamus, as well as discussions with Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe.
We have selected beautiful Cancun, Mexico for this gathering. Cancun is located on the
southeast coast of the Yucatán Peninsula in the Mexican state. It is a major world-renowned
tourist destination because of its magnificent beaches and tropical weather. The city is
located on the Caribbean Sea, and is one of the easternmost points in Mexico. Cancun
is located just north of Mexico’s Caribbean coast resort band known as the Riviera Maya.
Cancun means “place of the golden snake,” a fitting symbol for this event.
This gathering is strictly limited to 24 participants plus staff. There are no prerequisites
but all participants are required to lodge at the Club Med, the venue for this event.

MORE INFO
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AWAKENING ZONE RADIO
FEATURED SHOWS
HEART SIGHT

THE MERLIN EFFECT

Geoffrey Hoppe

Take a Jour ney
Through Time! In
this profound show
Geoffrey and Linda
Hoppe discuss the
origins of the Merlin
energy and how to
bring it into your own
life, and then guide
you on two unforgettable time-travelling
journeys, first to visit
your past and then to
a meeting with your
future self. What treasures will you bring
back from this amazing odyssey?

Linda Benyo

In this heartwarming episode host Nina
Impala talks with Teresa
Worthington, author
of A Little More Like
Heaven, a most wonderful children’s story on
death and dying from
an angels perspective.
Nina Impala

This story will surprise you and give you
a sense of peace about
why our babies sometimes leave so soon.

Teresa Worthington

LISTEN

LISTEN
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AWAKENING ZONE RADIO
FEATURED SHOWS
THE NEW FREQUENCIES OF HEALING

Jonette Crowley

A MILLION STEPS

In this episode of
Journeys with Jonette
discover how a new
bandwidth of energy,
light and information
is turning conventional thinking about
healing upside down
and how it is part of
an even bigger story
about
reconnecting ourselves to our
wholeness and perfection.

Why would a successful Fortune 500 executive leave everything to
walk almost five hundred miles across Spain?

Dr. Pat

Find out in this inspiring episode of the
Dr. Pat Show as she
talks with Kurt Koontz,
author of A Million
Steps, the story of his
journey over the historic Camino de Santiago
pilgrimage route.

Listen as Dr. Eric Pearl
talks about how he discovered Reconnective
Healing and how you
can learn to access and
apply it for yourself.
Dr. Eric Pearl

Kurt Koontz

LISTEN
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LISTEN

AWAKENING ZONE RADIO
CURRENT SHOWS AND HOSTS
時空の旅人 (Dimensional Travelers)
Host: Munenori
と宗矩によってホストされている

Alquimia Divina con Maria Magdalena
Hosts: Malu Gaxiola & Raiza Preziuso

The Ancient Wings Show
Host: Robert Theiss

The Animal Code
Host: Asia Voight

For the Love of Eve

Nova Energija

Host: Janelle Collard

Hosts: Tjaša Pavček & Branka Božič

Frissito (Refreshment)

The Parenting Sessions

Hosts: Timea Thomazy & Robert Gulyas

Hosts: Susan Haid and Michelle Russo

Heart Sight

Passion is Everything

Host: Nina Impala

Host: Yanna Volfinzon

Helen & Ontwaken

Pleiadian Tools for Self–Realization

Hosts: Eppe Keizer & Nelleke Keizer

Host: Christine Day

Hispanoamerica en Sintonía con el Shoud

Astrodoc

Hosts: Dr. Douglas Davies & Linda Benyo Hoppe

Hosts: Norma Isabel Ojeda & Hilda Diaz

Breath of Life

Inner Guidance Empowerment

Hosts: Norma Delaney & Garret Annofsky

Bright Light

Host: Dee Wallace

Conversation at the Cutting Edge
Host: Sandie Sedgbeer

Conversations with Jim Self
Host: Jim Self

Devenir maitre de sa vie
(Mastering Your Life)

Host: Jutta Bosch

The Crimson Circle Show

Hosts: Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe

Czas Tworzenia (Time of Creation)
Hosts: Vie Pallé Oraz Iwona Wirkus

Host: Charity Parrish

Pure Presence – Aligning to Self
Pure Presence – All About the Kids

Host: Jean Adrienne

Host: Suzy Miller

Journeys with Jonette
Host: Jonette Crowley

Radio Ahmyo - Ny Bevidsthed
Hosts: Anne & Finn Andersen

La Nueva Revoluciónç Latinoamericana
Hosts: Roberto & Silvia Mendoza

Romanian Awakenings
Host: Silvia Marin

The Light Lounge

Hosts: Steve & Barbara Rother, Meg Adamson–Gour

Science to Sage
МыЕсмьГалактическийЧеловек

(We are Galactic Beings)
Host: Larisa Artamanova

Host: Kelly Sullivan Walden

Host: Miriam Knight

El Explorador del Alma

NEW Potentials

Host: Marisa Calvi

Psychology in the New Energy

InnerSpeak Soul Adventures

New Consciousness Review

Feeling Good

Host: Lukas Salek

Host: Brad Simkins

The D–Spot, with Doctor Dream

Host: Pablo Morano

Polskie Tlumaczenia Shoudu

Host: Karen Elkins

The Dr. Pat Show – Talk Radio to Thrive By!
Dr. Pat Baccili

Turning of the Wheel
Host: Chris Flisher

Host: David McMaster

Visiones Multidimensionales
(Multidimensional Insights)

Neues Bewusstsein Leben

Hosts: Hilda Diaz & Norma Isabel Ojeda

Host: Birgit Junker

If you would like to receive the weekly Show Schedule via email: sign up now, it’s easy!

SUBSCRIBE

And be sure to browse through the Archives for plenty of amazing and entertaining shows on many different topics.
www.awakeningzone.com

— The International Radio Network for Empowered Awakening
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CRIMSON CIRCLE & REAL MUSIC
ANNOUNCING A NEW COLLABORATION BETWEEN CRIMSON
CIRCLE AND REAL MUSIC!
CRIMSON CIRCLE HAS TEAMED UP WITH REAL MUSIC TO
BRING YOU SOME OF THE BEST “NEW AGE” MUSIC IN THE
WORLD. WE CURRENTLY OFFER 12 CDS FROM THEIR COLLECTION, SPECIALLY CHOSEN FOR THE SHAUMBRA AUDIENCE.
VISIT THE REAL MUSIC PAGE TO HEAR SAMPLE TRACKS OR VISIT
THE MUSIC PAGE FOR ACCESS TO ALL OUR ARTISTS INCLUDING YOHAM, ANDERS HOLTE, AND MORE.

HEAR SAMPLES / PURCHASE
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DREAM BEAT SLEEP WELL, SLEEP DEEP

From Amir Yakobi

Amir Yakobi, the amazing
percussionist of Yoham, has
created a wonderful album
designed to guide you into
blissful sleep. Glide into the
dream-state in this safe space
of music, angelic singing and
sounds of nature. The calm
beat of the shamanic drum
stimulates the sub-consciousness, attuning the frequency
of your body to state of deep
relaxation.
Dream Beat is especially recommended for anyone wishing for a good night’s sleep.
It is a truly multidimensional
creation, soothing the mind
and relaxing body while uplifting the spirit. Dive deep into
the dreamworld and let your
imagination fly!

Tracks:
Heartbeat Begins All

Desert Drum & Flute

Deep Drum

Wave Drum

Piano Touch

Journey of the Didgeridoo

Angel’s Song
Dreaming with Birds

Total Length: 1:11:32

Weaving Magic
Special Shaumbra price: $10 USD

Heavenly Harp
HEAR SAMPLES / PURCHASE
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Magazine editor, Crimson Circle Teacher

A NEW
CHRISTMAS
STORY
Ah, it’s that time of year again. The solstice – that magic moment when
everything pauses for a moment – and then the enchantment of Christmas.
There are many other holidays (holy days) celebrated around this time of
year too, but Christmas has always been very
special to me, even after I stopped considering
myself a Christian. And that has been a puzzle.
Why would I feel so deeply about a holiday
that celebrated the birth of a savior I no longer
believe in? Well, as Adamus made clear during
the December Shoud, it isn���������������������
’��������������������
t the Christian version of the story that I’m attached to. It’s the
symbolism, and yes, even the memories that
pull at my heart. Pondering all this over the last
few weeks, I felt a broader perspective floating
in, a new and bigger story, a deeper knowing.
Let me explain.
It’s true. On some dark night more than 2,000
years ago there was indeed an immaculate
conception. But it wasn’t the one we’ve been
celebrating. Yes, a human being was conceived
– a human with a grand purpose and a difficult
life ahead of him – but this human was actually the seed, impregnating itself into human
consciousness. His birth was the moment of
conception within consciousness, and since
then it’s been a long, difficult, beautiful gestation period.
Even though I love the season, I’ve always felt a bit of sadness around the
Christmas story because I ‘knew’ that precious little baby was born only for suffering.
According to what I was taught, his sole purpose was to live a perfect life, resisting all
temptation, never screwing up once, only to be rewarded by a horrific death. And if
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he made even the slightest mistake, all would be in vain anyway. It was kind of hard to
be happy for him! But from this new perspective of conceiving the Christ consciousness on Earth, it makes so much more sense.
If Yeshua’s birth, life and death symbolized the moment of conception, there
must eventually be a birth of this Christ consciousness. While it seemed at
times that the fragile new life was going to miscarry and perish, somehow it
did not. We carried it all the way and, to belabor the point (no pun intended),
it would seem that December 21, 2012 served as the approximate delivery
date. Of course hardly any child is born right on their due date, but after more
than 2,000 years it wasn’t far off. If you haven’t noticed, the labor pains have
been growing ever stronger and from all indications it seems the birth is finally
underway. Just take a quick feel into the energies of 2014 and you’ll know life
is going to be very ‘interesting,’ to say the least.
This is because things get pretty intense during a birth. There’s a lot of
screaming and yelling, maybe some moments of fear and panic, and definitely a lot of work. But for those who know what’s going on, there is also
a sense of magic, of the sublime touching the mundane, of the miracle of
life birthing itself. There is a support team around the mother-to-be, ideally
including a midwife and a doula – or in this
case an adoula, what Adamus calls a spiritual
midwife – and they are all present to support
the long-awaited event. This is how I see
the role of Shaumbra now. We are the ones
who’ve been through it already and can bring
a sense of calm and trust that will help the new
mom get through her ordeal with less pain
and trauma – if she chooses.
What’s one of the most important things
to remember during a birth? The breath, of
course! So here we are, breathing first for ourselves and then reminding “mom” to breathe
as well; reminding her it’s going to be okay, that
all this pressure and intensity will soon be over.
Because we know that all the fear and pain and
chaos will be forgotten the moment she holds
divinity within her arms.
Who is “she,” this mom that we’re here to
support? “She” is human consciousness, every
man, woman and child on Earth. “She” is every
person you see on the street or on the news, in
fear and pain, in joy and love. “She” is you as well, although many who read
this will have already been through their own labor and birthing pains. That’s
why we can be here in support of all the other new “moms” out there, most
of whom don’t even know they’re “pregnant.”
In fact, it is precisely this lack of awareness that makes the process so
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frightening to others. They will see their world falling apart and feel that
something terrible is happening, but we know better. We know they’re just
coming into the most intense part of the birth, right before the new one
arrives. We know it’s the time to breathe – and breathe and breathe.
You see, the story of Yeshua really is so much bigger! From our limited
perspective perhaps it seemed that Jesus failed. He lived a difficult life, died
a painful death, and left us wondering what went wrong. Adamus had to ask
each of us “How does it end?” because, consciously or not, we’ve had the
idea that it ends in martyrdom. In fact, more than a few of us already went
that route ourselves, hoping our agony would finally end in completion and
heavenly bliss. And yet, here we are again.
What if all this time we thought the crucifixion was the end when in fact it
was the just beginning? When a sperm collides with an egg it disappears,
even seems to die. But of course its “destruction” is actually the beginning
of a brand new life. So the birth of Yeshua really is something we can celebrate, but not for the old reasons. To overdo the analogy a little more, I
contend that his birth was the result of the most amazing collective spiritual
orgasm imaginable! His death was the moment of fertilization, impregnating the Christ into consciousness, and now the true birth is finally upon us.
There’s one more thing I discovered a few days ago that seems in remarkable support of the new story. Time magazine chose Pope Francis as their
Person of the Year – an excellent choice in my opinion – and I was looking
at our copy with his picture on it. Something about his cross pendant caught
my eye. Looking closer I was astonished to see that Jesus was not dangling
from the cross! Rather he is portrayed standing peacefully, hands across
his heart in love, holding a lamb with a flock of sheep behind him. It is my
assumption that a lot of care goes into a pope choosing his pectoral cross.
And here is the spiritual leader of millions subtly declaring that Jesus is no
longer on the cross. The story we’ve told for 2,000 years is changing and
evolving before our eyes. I can see it and feel it.
This year I have more Christmas joy in my heart than I’ve felt in years. The
old story doesn’t work for me anymore, but I’ve found a new story that I like
very, very much. And, since the stories we tell tend to create our reality, I’m
telling the story about a brand new birth, of which the one 2,000 years ago
was only a glimpse, and how breathing made everything so much easier.
How long will this birth process last? I suppose that depends on how much
the “mother” fights it or allows it to unfold. But either way it’s happening.
And we, Shaumbra –�����������������������������������������������������������
spiritual midwives in the finest sense – are here to support the process. As we move forward, take a deep breath; remember who
you are and why you’re here, and listen for the cry of a new crystal clear
consciousness being birthed in every heart.
I wish you a deeply blessed Christmas season and the most amazing year
you can possibly imagine.
In celebration…
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CERTIFIED TEACHERS
MORE INFO

Advanced Studies Classes taught by Certified Teachers

ASPECTOLOGY® SCHOOL
January 3-5, 2014
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
January 10-12, 2014
Dijon, France
Jean-Pascal Danos and Liliia Kiselova
January 17-19, 2014
Dublin, Ireland
Angelika Ruppert
January 24-26, 2014
Pinole, California United States
Helene Kace

DREAMWALKER™ ASCENSION TRANSITIONS

April 11-13, 2014
Buochs, Switzerland
Andrea Briegel
May 9-11, 2014
Drammen, nearby Oslo, Norway
Evy Finjord Heggelund and Eva Storrusten

January 3-5, 2014
Berlin, Germany
Sandra Heuschmann
January 3-5, 2014
Normanville SA, Australia
Carol Clearwater

May 16-18, 2014
Krummhorn, Germany
Meggi Erman and Petra Pitak

May 16-18, 2014
Moerke, Denmark
Anne Soevang

May 23-25, 2014
Munich, Germany
Ulrike Maria Hellgardt-Lent

January 24-26, 2014
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

DREAMWALKER™ BIRTH TRANSITIONS

January 31-February 2, 2014
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar

December 27-29, 2013
Munich, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

February 7-9, 2014
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer

DISCOVERING YOUR PASSION

January 10-12, 2014
Rancho Cordova, California United States
Iwona Wirkus

February 7-9, 2014
Berlin, Germany
Sandra Heuschmann

January 17-18, 2014
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar

January 24-26, 2014
Novosibirsk, Russia
Florin Ilie Mandiuc and Mirela Ghenea

February 21-23, 2014
Munich, Germany
Ulrike Maria Hellgardt-Lent

January 17-18, 2014
Moerke, Denmark
Anne Soevang

February 7-9, 2014
Berlin, Germany
Kerstin Schwindt

March 14-16, 2014
Moerke, Denmark
Anne Soevang

January 25-26, 2014
Munich, Germany
Ulrike Maria Hellgardt-Lent

February 7-9, 2014
Geneva, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch

March 21-23, 2014
Gold Coast, QLD, Australia
Leanne Woodbury

January 25-26, 2014
Drammen, Norway
Eva Storrusten

February 28-March 2, 2014
Horsens, Denmark
Anne Maribo Andersen and Finn Andersen

March 22-24, 2014
Bogota, Colombia
Norma Isabel Ojeda and Hilda Diaz (Shaztia)

March 22-23, 2014
Munich, Germany
Ulrike Maria Hellgardt-Lent

March 14-16, 2014
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CERTIFIED TEACHERS
MORE INFO

Advanced Studies Classes taught by Certified Teachers
DREAMWALKER™ BIRTH TRANSITIONS

February 8-10, 2014
Adelaide, Australia
Margaret Wild

April 4-6, 2014
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer and Sigrid Nullmeyer

February 21-23, 2014
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

DREAMWALKER™ DEATH TRANSITIONS
December 27-29, 2013
Geneva, Switzerland
Herbert Eichenberger
January 3-5, 2014
Dijon, France
Jean-Pascal Danos
January 8-10, 2014
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg-Kimura
January 17-19, 2014
Denver, Colorado United States
Paul Cook
January 17-19, 2014
Milan, Italy
Giuseppina Villa

February 28-March 2, 2014
Moerke, Denmark
Anne Soevang
March 7-9, 2014
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg-Kimura
March 14-16, 2014
Munich, Germany
Ulrike Maria Hellgardt-Lent
April 11-13, 2014
Basel, Switzerland
Marika Kontuniemi
April 18-20, 2014
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar
May 9-11, 2014
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg-Kimura

March 21-23, 2014
Cumbaya, Ecuador
Raiza Preziuso and Maria Luisa Gaxiola

NEW ENERGY SYNCHROTIZE
March 19–23, 2014
Hilgermissen near Bremen, Germany
Sandra Heuschmann

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
December 27-29, 2013
Baden, Austria
Daniela Eichberger and Lloyd Spencer
December 27-29, 2013
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy and Robert Gulyas
January 3-5, 2014
Basel, Switzerland
Marika Kontuniemi and Viola Koehler

January 20-22, 2014
Perth, Australia
Jennifer Grace King

JOURNEY OF THE ANGELS

January 3-5, 2014
Baden, Austria
Daniela Eichberger and Lloyd Spencer

January 24-26, 2014
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg-Kimura

January 3-5, 2014
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar

January 10-12, 2014
Sao Paulo, Brazil
Silvia Tognato Magini and Luiz Antonio Viotto

January 24-26, 2014
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer

January 4-6, 2014
Helsinki, Finland
Irma Rantala

January 10-12, 2014
Bucharest, Romania
Mirela Ghenea and Carmen Mihaela Rivalet

January 31-February 2, 2014
Munich, Germany
Antje Westermann

February 7-9, 2014
Sacramento, California United States
Iwona Wirkus

January 13-15, 2014
Mt. Helena, Australia
Petra Webstein and Yvonne Bost
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CERTIFIED TEACHERS
MORE INFO

Advanced Studies Classes taught by Certified Teachers
SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
February 7-9, 2014
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook and Susan B Loves

March 7-9, 2014
Manly Beach, Australia
Marisa Calvi and Jann Morgan

January 17-19, 2014
Lansdale, Pennsylvania, United States
Clemens Federowicz and Ann Plantier

February 7-9, 2014
Bruchsal bei Karlsruhe, Germany
Viola Koehler and Karin Hoyer

March 7-9, 2014
Lausanne, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch and Sylvie Chambaz

January 17-19, 2014
Geneva, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch and Karin Hoyer

February 7-9, 2014
Lewes, East Essex, United Kingdom
Natasa Babnik and Edward Sharp

March 14-16, 2014
Fayetteville, North Carolina, United States
Petra Ofosu and Kimberly Hollister

January 17-19, 2014
Syke, Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer

February 14-16, 2014
Moerke, Denmark
Anne Soevang and Bettina Maria Weigel Andersen

March 14-16, 2014
Magelsen (near Bremen), Germany
Friederike Stegemann and Sandra Heuschmann

January 17-19, 2014
Turku, Finland
Irma Rantala and Rita Forsberg-Kimura

February 14-16, 2014
Helsinki, Finland
Irma Rantala and Marika Kontuniemi

March 21-23, 2014
Krummhorn, Germany
Meggi Erman and Petra Pitak

January 17-19, 2014
Dijon, France
Jean-Pascal Danos and Liliia Kiselova

February 14-16, 2014
Munich, Germany
Ulrike Maria Hellgardt-Lent and Eva Holzheuer

March 28-30, 2014
Horsens, East Jutland, Denmark
Anne Maribo Andersen and Finn Andersen

January 17-19, 2014
Manta, Manabí, Ecuador
Maria Jose Mera Moreira and Juan Carlos Robles Pablo

February 21-23, 2014
Lansdale, Pennsylvania, United StatesClemens
Federowicz and Ann Plantier

April 11-13, 2014
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger and Dagmar Wollenweber

January 23-25, 2014
Vasa, Finland
Susanne Nordström and Irma Rantala

February 21-23, 2014
Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia
Leanne Woodbury and Sharon Keith

May 9-11, 2014
Munich, Germany
Ulrike Maria Hellgardt-Lent and Eva Holzheuer

January 24-26, 2014
Milan, Italy
Giuseppina Villa and Lucia Ligi

February 21-23, 2014
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar and Madeleine Bühlmann

May 24-26, 2014
Fort Collins, Colorado, United States
David R. McMaster and Virgilia Aguirre

January 24-26, 2014
Krummhorn, Germany
Meggi Erman and Petra Pitak

February 22-24, 2014
Normanville, Adelaide, Australia
Charity Parrish and Carol Clearwater

May 30-June 1, 2014
Zurich, Switzerland
Rosmarie Lotmar and Jutta Bosch

January 24-26, 2014
Berlin, Germany
Sandra Heuschmann and Friederike Stegemann

February 26-28, 2014
Perth, WA, Australia
Jennifer Grace King and Liliana Tough-wojciechowska

June 6-8, 2014
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger and Martina Kaiser

January 31-February 2, 2014
Moscow, Russia
Inna Gorokhovsky and Marina Chastushkina

March 7-9, 2014
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States
Jean Tinder and Joep Claessens

June 19-21, 2014
Alland near Vienna, Austria
Viola Koehler and Marika Kontuniemi

» INDEX
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CRIMSON CIRCLE TEACHER TRAINING
Become a Crimson Circle Teacher – Training offered by Certified Mentor Teachers

ADVANCED
STUDIES CLASS
INTRO VIDEOS
CLICK IMAGES
TO VIEW
INTRODUCTION VIDEOS
FOR THESE CLASSES

ASPECTOLOGY
TEACHER TRAINING

MORE INFO

February 6–9, 2014
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy and Alfred Halasz
Teaching language: English

DREAMWALKER BIRTH TRANSITIONS
TEACHER TRAINING

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
TEACHER TRAINING

April 9–12, 2014
Kapa’a, Kauai, USA
Kathleen Haws
Teaching Language: English

February 7–10, 2014
Horsens, East Jutland, Denmark
Anne Maribo Andersen and Finn Andersen
Teaching Language: English

DREAMWALKER™ DEATH TRANSITIONS
TEACHER TRAINING
June 3–6, 2014
Fort Collins, Colorado, USA
David McMaster and Paul Cook
Teaching Language: English
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February 17–20, 2014
Perth, Australia
Jennifer Grace King and Yvonne Bost
Teaching Language: English
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INTERNATIONAL TRANSLATIONS
SPECIAL TOPICS

10–10–10 Adamus in Berlin (Germany)

DE DK ES

FI

FR GR HU ID IT JP NL NO PL

•

•

2011: Intense and Personal

•

2012: Deliverance

•

•

•

•

Adamus: Unleashed in Sedona

•

•

•

•

Addictions

•

•

Ancestral Karma

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

The Beauty of Life

•

Biological Rejuvenation

•

Body–Mind Integration (Germany)

•

Body of Consciousness

•

•
•

•

•

•

Chaos

•

•

Conspiracies

•

Dei Un Gnost

•

Depression

•

•

Dreams

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

The Energy of Food

•

•

The Energy of Music

•

•

The Evolution of Gaia

•

Fields of Potentials (South Korea)

•

Grand Canyon Tour

•

The High Definition Life (Romania)

•

Kuthumi & Adamus in Rome (Italy)

•

Lords of Freedom

•

•

Mental Imbalance

•

•

Mormons & Other Spiritual Families

•

•

New Consciousness (Australia)

•

The New Earth

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Living Ascension (Germany)
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

TR

•

•

•

DreamWalker for Pets

SV

•

•

Energy In Motion (Turkey)

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Call of the Soul

•

•

•

SR

•

•

Ahmyo
Aspectology

PT RO RU SL

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

New Earth Update (Madrid)
New Energy Business

•

•

New Energy Education

•

•

On Death & Dying

•

•

Out of the Box

•

•

Pets

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

» INDEX
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INTERNATIONAL TRANSLATIONS
SPECIAL TOPICS

DE DK ES

•

Probabilities & Potentials
The Quantum Leap

•

FI

•

FR GR HU ID IT JP NL NO PL

•

•

•

•

Relationships

•

•

Re–Order Your Reality

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Rising to Freedom (Israel)

•
•

•

Soul Encounter

•

•

Sovereign One (Switzerland)

•

The 13th Strand

•

•

Time, Space & Measurement Systems

•

•

What Lies Ahead

•

•
•

•

•

•

What on Earth

•

Yes, I Am Enlightened

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

SR

SV

TR

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Reunion (Romania)
Sacred Geometry

PT RO RU SL

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

INTENSIVES
Alchemy of Consicousness (Egypt)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The Alchemy of Light & Dark (France)

•

Angels & Aliens (Poland)

•

•

Atlantis & the Wound of Isis

•

•

•

•

•

Crystal Consciousness
Midsummer Conference 2010 – Munich

•

Midsummer Conference 2011 – Santa Fe

•

Moving Stuck Energy (EU)

•

•

Mysteries of Love (France)

•

•

The Oslo Sessions

•

•

Sounds of the Soul (Egypt)

•

Time Travels (Egypt)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Tobias Returns to Israel (Israel)
PERSONAL STUDY COURSES
Discovering Your Passion

•

•

DreamWalker Birth

•

•

•

•

•

•

Expanding Your Intuition (Greece)

•

•

Interdimensional Living

•

•

New Energy Synchrotize
Standard Technology (Israel & USA)

•

What’s Missing?
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DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese;
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV–Swedish; TR=Turkish

BOOKS AND MUSIC

Call To Awaken

DE DK

•

ES

FI

FR

GR HU ID IT

JP

NL NO PL

PT

•
•

Merabhs, Vol. 2

•

RU

SL

SR

SV

TR

•

Masters in the New Energy
Merabhs, Vol. 1

RO

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Opening Into Consciousness
Seven Seals

•

Studio K

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

FREE

•

Adamus on Japan – FREE
Chemia – FREE

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Death & the Astral Realms – FREE
Drama – FREE

•

•

Do You Remember? – FREE

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

It Doesn’t Matter – FREE
Letter to Awakening Humans – FREE

•

Sedona Tri–Channel – FREE

•

SES Intro – FREE

•

•

Silent Prayer – FREE

•

•

The Darkness is Your Divinity – FREE

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Time to Inspire
•

To the Messengers – FREE
Twelve Awakening Signs – FREE

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Tobias & Kryon in Madrid – FREE

•

•

•

•

AWAKENING ZONE

DW – Journey to the Earthbound Realms

•

•

•

DW – Journey into Your Secret Garden

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

DW – Journey on Metatron’s Starboat
Sam Update
Tuning In Again, Vol. 1

•

•

Tuning In Again, Vol. 2

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

» INDEX
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